
Energy



The modern world is dependent on electricity.
Electricity is also used by agriculture and each individual person, even including light.



Thanks to it, a washing machine, a fridge or an iron works, a light bulb shines,
televisions, computers and our smartphones (!) work.



On the street you can see high poles with cables - thanks to them electricity gets
into the house.



Electric energy can occur in various forms, e.g. kinetic, potential, solar, electric,
geothermal or nuclear energy.



We should not forget about the widespread use of electricity in medicine, where many
electric machines constantly save lives.



Electricity route from power plant to home.

power plant homecables and relay station



Raw materials that decompose after use include fossil fuels (coal, oil) and nuclear
Energy.

Non-renewable
Energy sources are divided into two main groups: Renewable and Non-Renewable.



Since coal-fired power plants remain the most common source of power in Poland,
it is worth starting with them to characterize different ways of generating
electricity. There are 19 power plants of this type in Poland.

Bełchatów (Poland)



The first power station is the power plant.
The current is generated in the generator.

Electric current generator



The second power station is a substation.
The power plant substation converts electricity to high voltage with
low amperage to minimize transmission losses.

Power plant substation



The third electricity station is transmission poles.

Transmission lines



The fourth power station is a transformer.

Transformer



Cables and electrical outlet are the last route.
230 V current flows in the cables in Poland.

Cables and electrical outlet



The growing threat to the natural environment associated with the burning of fossil
fuels means that investments in renewable energy sources are increasing worldwide.



Renewable

Examples of renewable Energy is wind, water, solar, geothermal and biomass



The energy of the Earth's interior - that is, the natural heat of the interior of our
planet accumulated in the scales and the waters that fill them.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 



Energy obtained from renewable (because of growing) plant materials is very
beneficial for the natural environment.

BIOENERGY



Hydroenergetics deals with obtaining water and converting it into mechanical
and electrical energy using water engines (water turbines).

WATER ENERGY



Wave energy is used to drive electric turbines.
Sea water pushed through the waves flows into the tank.
Then drives turbines and returns to the sea.

SEA WAVE ENERGY



Thermal energy from solar radiation reaches us not only when the sun is shining,
but also in the dark cloudy sky.
This energy is the safest of all energy sources.

SOLAR ENERGY



Other power sources include wind farms, where electricity is generated by large wind turbines.
In this case, the investment costs are quite high, for this you need the right weather conditions.
Wind energy is becoming more and more common in the world.
You will see "Zagórze" Wind Farm during your visit to Poland ;)

WIND ENERGY

"Zagórze" Wind Farm
near our school



We invite you to our school in Poland in May 2020.


